The Hilton-Milnor theorem states that OEV^i SX t -is homotopy equivalent to a weak infinite product, H*°li QSX»-, where each X{, i>n, is a smash product of the -XVs, i^n. In this note we extend this theorem to the 'wedges' lying between VjLx SX t -and H?=i SX,-.
It will be assumed that all spaces are connected countable CWcomplexes with base points. Ti(X u • • • , X n ) is the subset of .XiX • • • XX' n consisting of those points with at least i coordinates at base points. T 0 is the cartesian product and T w _i is the space studied by Hilton and Milnor. T n -i will also be denoted by VjLi Xj.
Define X<»> inductively by X<°> = S° and XW^A^-1 ), X), for w>0. The w-fold suspension, 2 n X, is defined to be A(5 n , X). We shall sketch the proof of Theorem 1, when n -i^2. The details will appear in [3] .
The inclusion map j:
may be replaced by a homotopy equivalent fibre map, p: E->T 0 , with fibre Fi. It is easily seen that when n-i*z2, the short exact sequence * -> QFi -> o£ -> or 0 -> * splits yielding:
Thus an analysis of Q7\-depends upon a study of Fi. Standard homotopy methods are applied and it is shown that THEOREM 2. Fi is homotopy equivalent to V V<2-<Ao(x yi ,...,x ià )) In particular the algorithm is given by combining the HiltonMilnor theorem with Theorem 2. Note that the X iy i^n, of Theorem 3 need not be suspensions. However, if each X*=2 F», for some space F», a further decomposition is possible as seen by the following theorem. + l. Let w>2. Assume inductively that the products of weight less than n have been defined and are ordered and that e(i) is defined for all such i. The basic products of weight n are all elements A(F t -, Y 3 ) such that weight F,+weight Fy = n and e{i) ^j <i. These are ordered arbitrarily among themselves and are greater than all products of lesser weight. Let e(h)=j if F& = A(F t -, F^). This completes the inductive description of {Fy}.
